
Fabrication and Welding 

Renown Group has been supplying its fabrication and welding services for over 25 years. This 

service has been applied to a vast array of projects for applications in the most demanding 

industries.

From defence projects, including almost every UK MoD land vehicle currently in service, to major oil 

and gas projects in the North Sea, Renown Engineering’s fabrication and welding services have 

always delivered the quality and value upon which Renown has built its reputation.

info@renown-group.co.uk | +44 (0)191 250 0113 | www.renown-engineering.co.uk

Northumberland Business Park West, Dudley Lane, Dudley, Cramlington, NE23 7RH

Approved welding procedures cover a varied 

material range. Including but not restricted to 

carbon steel, alloy steel, stainless steel, Armour 

steel, duplex, super duplex, aluminium and high 

strength steels. (RQT 690 > 960)

Welding processes: 

MIG, MAG (GMAW), FCAW, TIG (GTAW). 

Renown has a designated specialist welding 

facility for automated Butt welding (AGTAW) and 

CRA overlay welding (AGTAW). 

We Provide full turnkey packages in corrosion 

resistant solutions from standard fittings to high 

integrity components for the most corrosive and 

hostile environments.

We work with our customers and end users to 

rapidly develop solutions for any application.

Client specific welding procedures are a common 
project requirement.

Fabrication and welding capabilities

Renown has expertise for producing complex, 

high integrity, safety critical fabrications. 

Our facilities and large capacity equipment are 

tailored to producing the majority of road 

transportable structures.

Our group workforce of over 50 fabrication and 

welding tradesmen, supported by a substantial 

Quality team of Inspectors,

CSWIP / PCN II NDT technicians, Welding 

Engineers and Welding Co-ordinators.

Operating an accordance with global quality 

standard in ISO 3834-2 Renown group offer a high 

integrity welding services covering multiple 

sectors.

We hold a comprehensive suite of welding 

procedures in accordance with international 

standards including:

BSEN 15614, AWSD1.1, ASME IX, NACE, API 
1104, NORSOK M101. 
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